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Wildlife – race to extinction

 Apes extinction





Wildlife Crime

 Wildlife trafficking is the fifth largest illegal 
trade

 Organized crime
 Connected to arms and drugs trafficking



Wildlife Crime

 One shipment of ivory can reach 5 million USD



Ivory Criminal Syndicate

 603 tusks, 3.9 tons, seized in Hong Kong in false 
compartment containers



Organized crime

 One  seizure represents more than 300 killed 
elephants.

 Every 2 months
 At least 2-3 million USD profit
 Active from the 80s



Logistical necessities - corruption 

 Like a clock, selection process of tusks.
 Operation stretching over sub regions
 Activating and coordinating hundreds of 

poachers
 Protection

 Vast and powerful network of corruption –
generals, magistrates, mayors, ministers, 
MPs…



Criminality

 Money laundering
 Pakistan – connection to the drugs 

trade.
 Arms trade?



African Gray Parrots works

 1-2 million USD
 Every two weeks
 High officials involved
 Political Party Link



Application of Law - The gap

 Sufficient national wildlife laws in place in all 
countries of west and central Africa.

 Searching for indicators

 Almost all countries of central and west Africa 
were on zero prosecutions.



Why is the law not applied ?



First Obstacle

Corruption
Corruption
Corruption



Government-NGO collaboration

 Innovation

 NGO Fighting corruption to get the law applied

 Bodyguard  of the case throughout the different 
stages



INVESTIGATIONS

 Investigators, 
undercover agents and 
informers gather precise 
information so that 
dealers in threatened 
species can be arrested 
in the act

 Producing concrete 
evidence for the courts. 





OPERATIONS

 LAGA technically assists 
Government to arrest 
violators and to channel 
complaint reports to the 
courts. 

 LAGA closely supervises 
operations in the field. 

 Around 85% documented 
bribing attempts.

 Fighting corruption.



LEGAL ASSISTANCE

 LAGA formed a legal 
team to assist in the 
administrative 
procedures of 
prosecuting the first 
wildlife cases known in 
the courts of Cameroon. 

 80% of our cases 
bribing attempts in the 
court.

 Fighting corruption.



MEDIA

 Newsflashes into national 
TV news, national radio 
news and written press 
concerning the success of 
the operations and positive 
court rulings everyday 

 Education of the public on 
the change.



Results – A trafficker imprisoned 
per week

 The collaboration shifted Cameroon from zero 
prosecution to one arrest and successful 
prosecution of a major wildlife dealer each 
week.

 Imprisoned SDOs, Army officers, police 
commissioner, officials…

 Replicated and operational in 6 countries.
 Cross sector replication – child trafficking, 

human rights etc.



Message

 Bottom-up initiatives to fight corruption are 
possible

 Fight against corruption and bribery in 
developing countries can be proactive 

 Be opened for unusual partnerships in the fight 
against corruption – innovation.



Bouba Ndjida Massacre

 Last year, north Cameroon
 350-450 elephants killed 
 Happens every two months in another 

Protected Area.

 Result of a governance problem and not a 
capacity problem. Conservator bought his post.



Donors options

 To use the disaster to build accountability and 
transparency in the Ministry, and reduce 
corruption.

 Conditionality – proposed points 
 Project approach – proposed a Governance 

Investment Manual.

 ignored



EU funding

 Funding Upsurge
 2.5 million + 1.5 million + 1.8 million (45 days)
 Mostly inflated costs, meetings, workshops, 

seminars.

 Built to solve a capacity problem when the real 
problem is governance



EU Funding counter-productive

 Rewarding bad governance with more 
opportunities for embezzlement

 Increased corruption
 Reduced pressure for good governance, 

reduced accountability 
 Mere expectation of funds changed behavior.
 shifted allocation of time and energy to grab 

the money.



Smarter funding decisions

 Minimize funding damage
 Focus on building accountability and 

minimizing corruption.

 Project approach – Governance Investment 
Manual
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